Viola Davis  
Finding Me: A Memoir

Paul Holes  
Unmasked: My Live Solving America’s Cold Cases

Valerie Biden Owens  
Growing Up Biden: A Memoir

Nell Mcshane Wulfhart  
The Great Stewardess Rebellion: How Women Launched a Workplace Revolution at 30,000 Feet

Shawn Levy  
In on the Joke: The Original Queens of Standup Comedy

Alice Walker | Valerie Boyd  

Tina Brown  
The Palace Papers: Inside the House of Windsor - The Truth and the Turmoil

Anna Quindlen  
Write for Your Life

Terry Crews  
Tough: My Journey to True Power

Danica Roem  
Burn the Page: A True Story of Torching Doubts, Blazing Trails, and Igniting Change

Devon Price  
Unmasking Autism: Discovering the New Faces of Neurodiversity

Bill O’Reilly | Martin Dugard  
Killing the Killers: The Secret War Against Terrorists

Bill Gates  
How to Prevent the Next Pandemic

David Sedaris  
Happy-go-lucky

Ben Carson | Candy Carson | Alveda King  
Created Equal: The Painful Past, Confusing Present, and Hopeful Future of Race in America

Minnie Driver  
Managing Expectations: A Memoir in Essays

Jonathan Martin | Alexander Burns  
This Will Not Pass: Trump, Biden and the Battle for America’s Future

Marc Lamont Hill | Todd Brewster  
Seen & Unseen: Technology, Social Media, and the Fight for Racial Justice

Kellyanne Conway  
Here’s the Deal: A Memoir

Robert Baer  
The Fourth Man: The Hunt for a KGB Spy at the Top of CIA & the Rise of Putin’s Russia

Matthew Campbell | Kit Chellel  
Dead in the Water: A true Story of Hijacking, Murder, and a Global Maritime Conspiracy

Jenna Fischer | Angela Kinsey  
The Office BFFs: Tales of the Office from Two Best Friends Who Were There
COMING SOON...

**April**

*David Baldacci*
Dream Town

*Danielle Steel*
Beautiful

*John Sandford*
The Investigator

*James Patterson | J.D. Barker*
Death of the Black Widow

*Karen Kingsbury*
The Baxters: A Prequel

*Jane Green*
Sister Stardust

*Sally Hepworth*
The Younger Wife

*Adriana Trigiani*
The Good Left Undone

*Don Winslow*
City of Fire

*Robyn Carr*
A Family Affair

*Janet Dailey*
Hope Creek

*Anne Perry*
Three Debts Paid

**May**

*James Patterson | Maxine Paetro*
22 Seconds

*John Grisham*
Sparring Partners

*Nora Roberts*
Nightwork

*Christopher A. Bohjalian*
The Lioness

*Emily Henry*
Book Lovers

*Holly Black*
Book of Night

*Jasmine Guillory*
Book Lovers

*Anthony Horowitz*
With a Mind to Kill

*Seanan McGuire*
Seasonal Fears

*Julia Quinn | Violet Charles*
Miss Butterworth and the Mad Baron

*Chelsea Abdullah*
The Stardust Thief